❗ Scammer Alert ❗
No one from Freldo team will send you a private message containing any contribution
address or offering any bonus. Please be on the lookout for scammers who
impersonate admins and send private messages with fake ETH address. If you receive
a private message from someone claiming to represent Freldo company, please,
forward their message to @FreldoChatto verify their identity.
✓

What is the Freldo Token?
FRECN is an ERC20 utility token built upon the Ethereum network. We are able to integrate
revolutionary Blockchain technology into existing social platform Freldo with various
representatives of small and medium business. By keeping all data about every single repair
public on an open ledger (the Blockchain), we aim to eliminate fake reviews, unfair pricing and
ambiguity in the small and medium business market.

✓

When does the token sale start?
ICO phase 1 starts on Aug, 17 2018 at 12 p.m. GMT and will be held to Sep, 16 2018. ICO phase
2 starts on Sep, 17 2018.

✓

What is the current price of Freldo tokens?
During ICO the price is 1 FRECN = 0.0002 ETH, 1 FRECN = 0.2586 CS. Some purchasers may
also receive a token bonus depending on amount of the purchase. The bonus structure is
available to be viewed on the homepage of our website, ico.freldo.com.

✓

What is the maximum amount of Tokens?
Total amount of tokens: 800,000,000 FRECN and 75% will be distributed through the ICO.

✓

I participated in a public token sale, when will I see FRECN tokens in my wallet?
You will get FRECN token immediately after payment.

✓

Can I send my FRECN tokens back & get my funds back?
No. Otherwise, if we would not reach soft cap, you will get refund.

✓

What can I do with the FRECN tokens? What are they good for?
For gain capital on cryptocurrency exchange or purchasing of goods and services in Freldo

✓

Will there be more chances to buy FRECN?
No, but you can buy them later in the cryptocurrency exchanges that we will affiliate.

✓

How does Freldo use blockchain technology?
Blockchain technology, specifically the Smart Contract ensures that agreements between
service providers and clients on our platform are unique, secure, automatic and transparent.

✓

How can I purchase FRECN Tokens?
FRECN tokens can be purchased through our website at ico.freldo.com on Aug 17, 2018 during
ICO. You can purchase FRECN tokens using ETH, USD, EUR and CS.

✓

What do you already have? Why should I trust you?
We have a fully functional social platform, where every user is able to purchase goods and
services, and businesses accept orders, you can visit Freldo website www.freldo.com and check
out.
The goal of our ICO is implementing of block chain technology and smart-contract to already
existing social network and make marketplace more safe and transparency for all participants.

✓

What if I transferred money from an exchange or my purchase does not show up
in my account?
Please, send request to our support team to claim your tokens: support@freldo.com.

✓

Where can I find your company's roadmap?
The roadmap can be found on our homepage at ico.freldo.com.

✓

What is the hard cap and token supply?
Our hard cap is 20 000 000 USD and our token supply is 800 million FRECN tokens.

✓

Is there a minimum purchase amount during the main sale?
The minimum amount of purchase – 0.02 ETH.

✓

Is there a bounty program?
Yes, we currently have bounty program. Please refer to our thread on bitcointalk.

✓

Where Freldo source code could be found?
Freldo ICO source code has been develeped using Remix development environment using
OpenZeppelin library.
Freldo ICO source code available in github for public access - ICO values, sales dates and cap
values are define in FreldoCrowdsaleInfo.sol.

✓

How are Freldo tokens produce?
•
•

✓

Our token is Mintable token, means tokens are produced on demand, i.e. when sell
transaction is happening.
Our Crowdsale is of type "CappedCrowdsale" with hard cap defined. When Hard Capped
value is reached crowdsale stops working automatically.

Our What is the type of FreldoCoin token?
•

•

Our token is mintable ERC20 token based on Ethereum platfrom, It means that tokens
are produced on demand, i.e. when sell transaction is happening.
https://ethereum.stackexchange.com/questions/30394/crowdsales-non-mintabletokens-vs-mintable-tokens-with-hard-cap[5:09]
Our Crowdsale is of type "CappedCrowdsale" with hard cap defined. When Hard Capped
value is reached crowdsale stops working automatically.

